Introduction.
Grove [l ] has proved the existence of a remarkable class of congruences covariantly related to a surface, each congruence of which is a suitable projective substitute for the normal congruence. He has also shown that there is uniquely associated with a general one of these congruences a canonical form for the differential equations of the surface. The line of a general one of these congruences which passes through a point of the surface he has called the R-conjugate line at the point. The projective normal of Fubini is a special case of the i?-conjugate line, and the associated canonical form is Fubini's canonical form.
The author [l ] has presented two geometric characterizations for the i?-conjugate line at a point of the surface, one of which exhibits this line as the cusp axis of the point with respect to the extremal curves of the integral invariant 1 = j(2Rv')indu. These extremal curves were characterized geometrically, but a geometric interpretation was not obtained for the intrinsic relation which was known to exist between the integral invariant / and the arc along which it is extended. The element defined by ds= (2Rv')ll2du is a generalization of Fubini's element of projective arc length. In the present paper a geometric interpretation of this general element is developed and used as a basis for the formulation of such an interpretation of its integral /. These interpretations form a geometric foundation for a detailed investigation of the properties of the surface which are intrinsically connected with a generalized element of projective arc length. Such an investigation is initiated in this paper. The method employed here makes extensive use of intrinsic differentiation, differentiation along a curve with respect to projective arc length of the curve. This method consists of: first, the use of intrinsic differentiation to obtain expressions for geometric concepts, and secondly, the application of a canonical system of differential equations to reinterpret these expressions. A euclidean geometric characterization has been obtained by Abramescu [l ] for the tangents of Darboux at a point of a surface. In the present paper a projective generalization of an extension of this characterization is obtained. This results from the removal of certain hypothetical restrictions which have been placed on the base curves of the characterization and the replacement of the euclidean element of arc length by the generalized element of projective arc length.
In §5 the associate conjugate net is defined and a characteristic geometric property is derived for it. Similar characteristic properties are obtained for conjugate tangents of a surface, the tangents of Darboux, and the tangents of Segre.
An important sequence of covariant points is geometrically determined in §6. The first three points of this sequence are used in §7 to obtain geometric characterizations for the following differential invariants of a general curve of an arbitrary family on a surface: a generalization of Fubini's asymptotic curvature, a generalization of Bompiani's projective curvature, and a projective torsion which is introduced in this paper. In the last section applications are made to three important special ^-conjugate lines. A unique "metric" invariant integral and a corresponding canonical form for the differential equations of the surface are found to be associated with the normal. The normal to the surface at a point is, finally, characterized as the cusp axis of the point with respect to the extremal curves of the associated integral.
2. The fundamental canonical form. If the asymptotic net on a surface 5 in ordinary space is chosen as parametric, the four homogeneous coordinates 3>(i), (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), of a general point y of S may be taken to be solutions of differential equations in Wilczynski's (so-called) canonical form (2.1) yUu + 2byv + fy = 0, yvv + 2a! yu + gy = 0.
Consider the parametric vector equations 'y = y(u, v) , p = yußy, a = y, -ay, \l. L) t = yuv -ayu -ßyv + aßy where a and ß are arbitrary analytic functions of u and v. Equations (2.2) define general homogeneous coordinates of four points which we denote by y, p, a and t when no confusion can arise. The line I joining the points p, cr is, according to Wilczynski's classification(:) , an arbitrary line of the first kind and generates a congruence of the first kind as y moves over S. The reciprocal with respect to 5 at y of the line / is the line /' which joins the points y, r. The line V and congruence generated by V as y moves over S are said to be of the second kind. If the functions a, ß are suitably chosen, the points y, p, a and r become covariant points and the congruences generated by / and /' become covariant congruences.
The most general transformation of independent variables u, v which (') See Wilczynski [2, p. 95] . Green [l, p. 114] used this means of classifying his canonical edges of the first and second kinds. transforms w-curves into w-curves and ^-curves into ö-curves is
If (2. 3) is performed on system (2.1), a new system is obtained whose coefficients are
wherein 2d is the coefficient of y" in the first equation and 2b' is the coefficient of yi in the second equation of the system. y -cy/(üuvv)112,
Consider the points xu, xv where x is defined by x = Rhy, h = const. From property (b) and equations (2.7) we obtain (2.8 This conic touches the asymptotic u-and v-tangents to Sat x in the points p and a, in which the reciprocal of the line joining uu u2 intersects these tangents. This important conic plays a basic role in the geometric determinations of the present paper.
An arbitrary one-parameter family of curves on 5 is defined by the curvilinear equation
where X is an arbitrary function of u, v. We shall denote by F\ the family defined by (3.6) and by Cx the curve of the family which passes through the point x.
The differential form (3.7)
. ds = (2R\yi*du, which corresponds to an arbitrary selection of covariant points coi, «2, is an absolute invariant under the most general transformation of independent and dependent variables maintaining the asymptotic net as parametric. To provide a geometric interpretation for ds let Y denote a ppint on the tangent to Cx at x and let N and N denote the points in which this tangent intersects the conic Q. We define the non-euclidean distance from * to Y to be (3.8) DxY = (*, N, Y, AO/2.
The general coordinates of N and N are given by N = p-r-X<r + (2i?X)1/2x, N = p-\-\a -(2R\)ll2x. Let X denote a point near to x on the curve Cx, where the curvilinear coordinates of x and X are (u, v) and (u+bu, v+Sv) , respectively. Since X = x(u-\-8u, v-\-8v) and the limit of bv/bu as 8u tends to zero is X(k, v), for sufficiently small values of hu the general coordinates of X may be given by the expansion X -x + (xu + \xv)8u + terms of order hu1 at least, wherein x = x(u, v). Hence coordinates of X differ only by terms of order hu2 from those of the point X\ on the tangent to C\ at x given by Xi=x + (x«+Xx1,)5w. Therefore the principal parts of the infinitesimal cross ratios (*, N, X, N), (x, N, Xu N) are identical. It may be easily shown that this principal part is the absolute differential invariant (3.7).
To interpret geometrically the integral of the form (3.7) extended over a finite arc of Cx let A and B denote the end points of the arc, and let (w0, z>o) and (w, v) denote the curvilinear coordinates of A and B, respectively. Let e be a positive number, and divide the arc AB by means of intermediate points Xi, (i=l, 2, • • • , n -1), into n smaller arcs. Let the curvilinear coordinates of Xk be (ilk, Vk), where un = u and vn = v, and where
with e tending to zero as n increases without limit. Then if we put uk -uk-i = Suk and vk -vk-i= bvk, we have
We have therefore Theorem 1. 7"Ae integral of the form (3.7) extended over an arc AB is the limit of the sum of infinitesimal non-euclidean distances, each of which is defined at a separate point Xk-i of the arc as one-half of the principal part of the corresponding cross ratio (Zt_i, N, Xk, N) which is geometrically determined at Xk-iWe shall call the integral I extended over an arc of 5 projective arc length with respect to the form (3.7).
It may be observed that Fubini's element of projective arc length (3.9) ds = (2ßy\yi2du is a special case of (3.7). 4. The tangents of Darboux. Let C be a curve of normal section of a surface 5 (in euclidean space) through a point x on S. Let Mi, Mi be points at distances s and -s from x measured along C. The line MiMi intersects the tangent to C at x in a point Ta. Abramescu [l ] has recently obtained the following results: The limit of Ta as s tends to zero is a point T distinct from x. The locus of T as C varies through the set of normal sections is a rational cubic curve. The lines joining the point x to the points of inflection of this cubic curve are the tangents of Darboux.
These results may be extended as follows. Let the curve of normal section of S be replaced by an arbitrary curve Cx of S. Let Xi, X2 denote the points at distances s and -s measured from x along C\. Let Ts denote the point in which the tangent plane to 5 at x intersects the line joining Xi, X2. It may be easily shown that if the curves C and C\ have at x a common osculating plane, the limit points of Ta and Ts as s tends to zero coincide in the point T. Thus the normal sections of S may be replaced in the characterization by less restricted curves.
These results are capable of projective generalization as follows. Let projective arc lengths s, -s be measured with respect to the form (3.7) from the point x along the curve C\. Let the end points of this arc be denoted by x(s), x( -s). The line joining x(s), x(-s) intersects the tangent plane to S at x in a point which will be denoted by Ps. Theorem 4.1. The limit of the point Ps as s tends to zero is a point P0, distinct from x, which lies on the tangent to C\ at x. The locus of PQ as the direction of C\ is varied at x is a rational cubic curve. The lines joining the point x to the points of inflection of this cubic are the tangents of Darboux. The line joining the three points of inflection is the R-harmonic line (the reciprocal of the R-conjugate line).
To prove this theorem we shall need the expressions for the first, second and third derivatives of x with respect to s, where ds is defined by (3.7). By making use of the fundamental differential equations in the i?-canonical form (2.4) of Grove we obtain
wherein c, d and n are defined by If we take s as the independent variable, for sufficiently small values of 5 the general coordinates of x(s) and x( -s) are given by the expansions
The general coordinates of the point Ps may be found by forming a linear combination of x(s) and x(-s) which is free from terms involving xuv. By making use of the equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) we find that the coefficient of xuv in x(s) is given by s2/27?+ylA.s3/3(27?A)3/2 + terms of order s4. Since the expansion for x( -s) differs from that of x(s) only in the signs of its terms of odd degree in s, the coefficient of xuv in x( -s) must be given by s2/2P-,4Xs3/3(2PX)3/2 + terms of order s*. Hence the point P., except for terms of order s5, is represented by the linear combination
Performing the operations indicated by this combination and omitting an unessential factor s, we find the general homogeneous coordinates of Ps to be defined by
(4.7)
+ terms of order s3 at least.
The limit of the point Ps as 5 tends to zero is the point Po, distinct from x, which lies on the tangent to Cx at x and whose general homogeneous coordinates (except for a non-essential factor) are given by (4.8) (7X3 + 0)x -6Xx" -6X2x".
As the direction X is varied while u, v are held constant, the point Po describes the rational cubic curve whose equation is A remarkable characteristic property of this net may be obtained as follows. Let projective arc lengths s, -s be measured with respect to the form ds = (2Rv')1,2du from the point x along the curves C\, C\v Let the end points of these arcs be denoted by x(s), x( -s) and xi(s), xi(-s), respectively. The line joining the points x(s), Xi(s) and the line joining the points x(s), Xi ( -s) intersect the tangent plane to S at x in points which we denote by Q8 and Qs, respectively.
Theorem 5.1. The points Qs and Qs approach limit points Qo and Qo, respectively, as s tends to zero. The tangents to S at x joining x to the separate points <2o and Qo are the tangents at x of the associate conjugate net of the net -ZVx,xr for the general coordinates of Q0 and Qo, respectively. Since the directions of the lines joining x to the points QQ and Q0 are, respectively, -(XXi)l/2 and (XXi)I/2, the proof of the theorem is complete.
Consider, as a special case of the net TVx.x,, the conjugate net N\. If we replace Xi by -X in (5.3) and (5.4), we obtain the forms (5.5) (ryA + ß/\2)i\x + xu -i\xv,
for the coordinates of the associated points Q0 and Qo, respectively. If, however, we replaceXby -Xi, theforms (5.5) and (5.6) are interchanged. The reason for this rather surprising fact becomes clear if we notice the effect of these replacements in the equation
which determines at x the sense of direction of x along C\t which corresponds to a given sense of direction of x along C\. If we put -X for Xi in (5.7), we have at x (5.8) du = idu\.
If, however, we put -Xi for X in (5.7), we have at x (5.9) du --idu\.
The senses of direction defined for x along C\1 by (5.8) and (5.9) are, clearly, opposed to one another. Hence, the order of the determination of the points <2o, Qo which corresponds to (5.9) is the reverse of that which corresponds to (5.8).
The line joining the points Qo, Qo has the equation If Xi is made to approach X, the point QQ tends to a limit point Q whose general homogeneous coordinates are found, by replacing Xi by X in (5.3), to be given by (5.12) 3(yX3 -ß)x + \xu -X2x".
Since the ratio of the coefficient of xv to that of xu in (5.12) is equal to -X, we have Theorem 5.4. The line joining the points x and Q and the tangent to C\ at x are conjugate tangents. As X is varied while u, v are held constant, the point Q describes a rational cubic curve whose equation, referred to the triangle whose vertices 3.1*6 X a Xy,j xv, is easily found to be (5.13) yx3 + ßx2 -\(xiXiX3) = 0.
This cubic has geometric properties similar to those of the cubic (4.9).
6. A sequence of covariant points. The points of the sequence xU) =d'x/dsj, (j = 1, 2, • • • ), where ds= (2R\)indu, are covariant. A general one of them is intrinsically and projectively related to the curve C\ at x. A geometric interpretation of this relation will be presented in this section. The points xu) -and x(,)+x(,'~1) will play basic roles in this interpretation. Let C(j, -), C(j, +), and C(j) denote, respectively, the curves described by the points xu) -x(,-1), x(,)4-x(,_!), and xU) as x moves along C\.
The point x' = (xM+Xx")/(2i?X)1/2 is, clearly, the intersection of the tangent to C\ at x with the R-harmonic line. If the fundamental points a>i, CO2, wi-W2 = Rx/2, are selected on the i?-conjugate line, the associated conic Q, referred to the triangle whose vertices the equation (3.5). This conic intersects the tangent to C\ at x in the points x'+x and x'-X. The tangents at these points to the curves C(l, -), C(l, +) intersect the tangent at x' to the curve C(l) in the points x"-\-x' and x" -x'. The point x" is clearly the harmonic conjugate of the point x' with respect to the points x" -\-x' and x" -x'. Similarly the tangents at x" +x' to the curves C{2, ±) intersect the tangent at x" to the curve C{2) in the points x"'-\-x" and x"' -x". The point x'" is the harmonic conjugate of x" with respect to the points x'" +x". It is quite clear that the entire sequence x{f)
, (j = l, 2, • ■ • ), is determined in this way, such that x(W is the harmonic conjugate o/xa_1) with respect to the points x(fc)4-a;(t-1) and xw -x<-k~1) for an arbitrary integer j = k.
The geometric locations of the points x" and x'" will help to form geometric interpretations for the second and third order differential invariants of C\ known as projective curvature and projective torsion. wherein <p2=2Rdudv, <p3 = 2R(ßdu3+ydv3), 4>3 = 2R(ßdu3-ydv3), (p + 3ß^/2) du2-(q + 3y<f>/2)dv2,4>4= ßRQdu4-yR&dv4,^ = (logßR)", * = (logyR)u, dv/du = X, R = ßy, and 52w, 82v, 83u, b~3v represent contravariant differentials constructed with respect to the form(3) 02-Bompiani(4) has obtained geometric interpretations for the infinitesimal invariants k,4>22, k<P2/2, and Tcp\12, where <f>2 = 2ßydudv. However he has given no geometric interpretation for k", k, or T. The invariants na, k, T are special members of the classes which we introduce and denote by {k0}, {«}, IT}, particular members of which may be obtained by selecting 7? from among all of the functions for which (27?A)1/2dw is an absolute invariant of C\. In this section a general member of each of the classes } k" } and { k] will be characterized geometrically, and a general member of a new class of projective torsions { T] will be introduced and characterized geometrically.
Each of these general invariants will be designated by the name of its corresponding original invariant together with the added phrase "with respect to the form ds = (2RX)V2du." The members of the class { T} will be shown to be very closely related to corresponding members of the class {t} . However, a purely geometric interpretation for a general member of {7"} has not been discovered by the author.
(3) It should be observed that these differential invariants are not the usual ones unless R = ßy. If this restriction is removed they become extensions of the usual ones.
(4) See E. Bompiani, "I fondamenti geometrici della teoria proiettiva delle curve e delle superficie," Appendix II of Geometria Proiettiva Differenziale, G. Fubini and E. Cech [l, pp. 691-697].
(7.1) Ka= (7.2) im T = (7.3)
Consider the conic Q whose equation is (3.5) referred to the triangle whose vertices are x, p, a. The lines which are tangent to Q at the points in which the tangent to Cx at x intersects Q will be called the Q\-associates of the line / joining p, a and will be denoted by and Zx,-Their respective equations referred to the triangle whose vertices are x, p, <r are easily found to be (7.4) Xl + (27?X)I'2x2 + (27?/X)1'2x3 = 0, (7.5) Xl -(27?X)1/2s2 -(27y/X)1/2x3 = 0.
The crossjoins of the intersections of the lines Zx,+ and Zx,_ with the u-and ii-tangents of 5 at x will be called the Q\-associates of Z and will be denoted by /x,+ and fx,-Their respective equations are (7.6) Xl -(2R\yi2x2 + (2R/\y2x3 -0,
Let U denote the line joining the points x and x" and let Z2 denote its reciprocal with respect to 5 at x. The R\-correspondent (b) of the tangent to Cx at x intersects the 7?-harmonic line, the Q\ associates of the 7?-harmonic line, and the line Z2 in the points which we denote by K\, K±, K2, respectively. Referred to the triangle whose vertices are the points x, xu, xv, the equations for the above named lines are, respectively, 7X2x3+j3x2 = 0, xi = Q, (7.6) and (7. [X'+0"X2-0"X]/4X) to be ± (X'-|-0"X2-0"X)/4X(27vX)1/2. But the expression for the asymptotic curvature of Cx at x with respect to the form (2i?X)1/2aV becomes (7.8) (X' + 0"X2 -0"X)/2X(27vX)1/2, 0 = log R, when u is regarded as the independent variable. Thus we have proved Theorem 7.1. The asymptotic curvature of C\ at x with respect to the form ds = (2R\)ll2du is characterized by the cross ratio equations Ka = 2(x, Ku K+, if2) = -2(x, Kt, 7?_ K*l
The expression for the projective curvature of Cx at x with respect to the form ds = (2RX)ll2du becomes The curvilinear differential equation for the extremal curves of the integral invariant f(2RX)ll2du is easily found to be (7.10) X' + 0"X2 -du\ = 0, d = log R.
We shall call these curves the projective geodesies of the surface with respect to the form ds = (2R\)ll2du. The projective geodesies of Fubini are obtained by putting R= yß in (7.10).
The curvilinear differential equation for the union curves of the 7?-conjugate congruence is found by analogy with (7.10) to be (7.11) X' + ß -du\ + 6X -7X3 = 0, 6 = logR.
If we consider the forms (7.8) and (7.9) in connection with equations (7.10) and (7.11), respectively, we have at once Theorem 7.3. A curve C\ is a projective geodesic of S with respect to a form ds= (2RX)ll2du if and only if at each of its points its asymptotic curvature with respect to the same form vanishes. Theorem 7.4. A curve C\ is a union curve of an R-conjugate congruence if and only if at each of its points its projective curvature with respect to the form ds -(2R\)ll2du vanishes.
Let V2<± denote the reciprocals with respect to 5 of the (jVassociates of the line h, and l( denote the line joining the points x and x'". Let W2,± and ir3 denote the planes which pass through the respective lines l'2 ± and U and which have the tangent to C\ at x as common intersection.
Let it and tt2 denote, respectively, the tangent plane to S at x and the osculating plane of C\ at x. The expression defined by the cross ratio equations (7. 12) T = (lT2, it, 7T3, 7T2.+) = -(fl "2, tt, TT3, T2, is an absolute differential invariant of C\ of the third order. Because of the suitability of this invariant as a projective substitute for torsion, the author proposes that it be called the projective torsion of C\ at x with respect to the form ds = (2R\)U2du.
The polar reciprocals of the planes 7r2, it, 7r3, 7f2,± with respect to a quadric of Darboux are the points M2, x, Ms, M2i± all of which lie on the tangent to C_x at x. The points Mi, M3 are the intersections of this tangent with the lines k, h which are the reciprocals of U, U with respect to a quadric of Darboux, and the points Mt,± are the intersections of this tangent with the (^-associates of h. Since the cross ratio of four planes is equal to that of the four points which are their polar reciprocals with respect to a quadric of Darboux, the expression for T may be obtained by evaluating the cross ratio The invariant T given by (7.3) with 187 replaced by a function R may be shown to be related to the author's invariant T by the simple formula Tdo-= Tds, in which do is the projective linear element defined by d<r = (ßdu3 +ydv3) /dudv and ds is the generalized element of projective arc length defined by ds = (2RX)indu.
If at a general point x of a curve C\ the osculating plane of C\ contains the point x'", the osculating plane is stationary and the curve C\ is a plane curve. In this case the planes 7r2 and 7r3 coincide at every point of C\ \ and T, therefore, vanishes identically along C\. Moreover, equation (7.13) shows that if C\ is not an asymptotic curve, T can vanish identically along C\ only if its numerator does. If the numerator of T vanishes identically along C\, the points Mi, M3 which correspond to a general point of C\ must coincide. Hence, their polar reciprocals 7r2, 7t3 must also coincide and the osculating plane 7r2 is, therefore, stationary.
To summarize: Theorem 7.5. A curve C\ is a plane curve if and only if at a general one of its points its projective torsion with respect to the form ds = (2RX)ll2du is equal to zero.
The equation obtained by setting the numerator of the expression for T equal to zero is the curvilinear differential equation for all of the plane curves of 5.
It may be observed that although all of the results up to this point have been developed in association with a general form ds=(2R\)ll2du, a considerable number of them are, clearly, independent of R.
8. Special conjugate congruences. In a recent paper [l, p. 681 ] the author has shown that the i?-conjugate line may be characterized geometrically in association with the curves which a pair of covariant points mi, co2 describe as x moves along C\. To complete this characterization for special cases of the P-conjugate line, corresponding pairs of points coi, «2 must be located. The projective normal is the special case of the R-conjugate line which may be defined in association with the points wj, w2 given by (8.1) coi = t -la'by, aii = r + la'by wherein r = yuv -ayu-ßyv-\-aßy. Geometric determinations, which do not depend on the definitions of the quadrics of Wilczynski and Lie, have been given by the author [2, p. 392] 
The lines k, l3, h and lx are the first directrix of Wilczynski, the reciprocal of the axis of Cech, the first canonical edge of Green, and the reciprocal of the projective normal, respectively.
As y moves over S the points p, cr of h generate transversal surfaces S" and S" of the congruence described by lk. The v-tangent at p to Sp intersects 11, the reciprocal of h, in the point which we denote by rjk whose coordinates are given by r\k -r-ßvy, where a, ß are the functions (8.2). Likewise the m-tangent at a to S, intersects lk in the point which we denote by £fc whose coordinates are given by £& = t -auy. If we let coi = rjk, co2 = £k, we have coi-w2=(log b/a')uvy/k.
Hence we have Theorem 8.1. If the fundamental points &%, <a2 are chosen as the points rjk, on a canonical line 11 of the second kind, the associated R-conjugate line is independent of k and joins the points y, r defined by (2.2) wherein the associated functions a, ß are given by a = -(log R)"/2, ß= -(log R)u/2 with i? = (log b/a')uv.
Consider the following problem. Find an integral of the form f(2R\)indu with the following properties: (i) it is absolutely invariant under the most general transformation of variables which maintains the parametric character of the asymptotic net of S and the metric properties of any orthogonal cartesian coordinate system to which S may be referred, (ii) the normal is the cusp axis of x with respect to the extremal curves of the integral. This problem is found to possess a unique solution (except for an unessential arbitrary constant factor). Let any orthogonal system of cartesian coordinates be established in ordinary metric space. Let x denote a vector from the origin to a point on the surface 5 wherein the coordinates x{i), (t=l, 2, 3) The homogeneous cartesian coordinates xm, x{2), x(3), 1 of x may be regarded as special projective coordinates of x which are referred to the tetrahedron of reference whose faces are the three cartesian coordinate planes and the plane at infinity. The unit point must, of course, be properly selected so that the system is cartesian. Let us determine the transformation \xx = x which converts homogeneous cartesian coordinates x into coordinates x which satisfy the differential equations in the unique i?-canonical form whose associated i?-conjugate line is the normal to S at x. Differentiating the equation x = px we find xu = ixxu-JrHuX, xv = pxv+ßvx, xuv=nxuv-\-pvxu-\-iJ.uxv-\-iJ.uvx. Let us choose n in such a way that x"" lies on the normal to S at x. The point xuv -vvxu -vuxv is the point at infinity on the normal to 5 at x, for its fourth coordinate is, clearly, zero and the second equation of (8.6) shows that its first three coordinates are direction numbers of the normal to 5 at x. The coordinates of any selected point on the normal to 5 at x may be represented by a suitably chosen linear combination of the corresponding coordinates of the points x and Xuv -vvxu -vuxv. The point xuv will therefore lie on the normal to S at x if and only if n satisfies the equations (logju)"= -vv, (log/u)" = -vu. Integrating these we obtain n = k(D'/H)112, k = arbitrary constant. The effect of the transformation x = k(D'/H)ll2x on the first and third equations of (8.6) is to produce a system of the form ( The normal is therefore the R-conjugate line for which R = k(D'3/H)112, k = arbitrary const. Since, moreover, K= -D'2/H2, we have R = cKlliD', c = arbitrary const. The differential form 2KUiD'dudv is absolutely invariant under all transformations which maintain the orthogonal cartesian properties of the coordinate system and the parametric character of the asymptotic net. Both the total curvature K of 5 at * and the second fundamental form 2D'dudv are intrinsically connected with 5 at x. Let us recall that if we consider a point x(s+As) near to x(s), where 5 denotes length of arc along a curve C\, for an arbitrarily selected parametric net, the associated second fundamental form of S is equal in absolute value to twice the principal part of the distance from the point x(s+As) to the plane which is tangent to 5 at x(s).
The above results in combination with Theorem (2.3) [1, p. 681] yield the following Theorem 8.2. If the surface S is referred to its asymptotic net as parametric,
